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Nonlinear polarization conversion using microring
resonators
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We present a design of a polarization converter between linear, circular, and elliptic accomplished with an
on-chip high-Q dielectric microring resonator. Nonlinear polarization switching can be accomplished at mod-
est input intensities because of the high-intensity compression in the ring. We predict an optical bistability
effect making the polarization of the transmitted light dependent on its spectral or intensity history. © 2007
Optical Society of America
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In the past few decades, a variety of tools have been
developed as part of an effort to create an all-optical
signal processing capability. Many of these compo-
nents are made from microresonators including add–
drop filters [1–3], all-pass filters [4], Boolean gates
[5,6], and more. The integration of these and other
all-optical components with one another, as well as
with nonoptical devices, either requires or can benefit
from control over the polarization of light signals.

Several methods are available for manipulating
the orientation of linearly polarized light. Some
methods introduce asymmetric defects into
waveguides to rotate linear polarization [7,8]. Also,
semiconductor optical amplifiers have been used for
polarization rotation [9,10]. There are also ways of
converting between linear and circularly polarized
light. Using electro-optical effects, a converter has
been demonstrated that can adjust the phase be-
tween perpendicular polarizations of light and give
some control over polarization rotations.

We will demonstrate that a microring resonator
can be designed to introduce a phase difference be-
tween two orthogonally polarized light signals, giving
us the ability to convert between linear, circular, and
elliptical polarizations. By making the convertor
from a microring we gain all the usual advantages
these structures provide, including economy of size,
the ability to use current fabrication techniques, and
frequency dependence due to resonance. By using
simple geometries, the analysis of such microrings is
quite simple, and their behavior should be very pre-
dictable. Finally, we show that, owing to the nonlin-
ear Kerr effect in Si, the polarization of the transmit-
ted signal exhibits a bistable behavior [11,12]. This
effect allows us to use the microring as a switch that
can exist in two different states determined by, for
example, the header of a packet. Each of these states
corresponds to a different polarization of transmitted
signal.

For a dielectric waveguide horizontally coupled to a
microring, the two polarizations that are parallel and
perpendicular to the direction of coupling (TE, hori-
zontal electric, and TM, vertical electric, respectively)

couple independently to the ring according to the
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standard microring equations: E3
�=rE2

�+ itE1
�, E4
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� [3,13]. Here r and t are
coupling coefficients that are determined by the ge-
ometry of the waveguide and microring, their separa-
tion, and, as we will see, the polarization of the sig-
nal. The factors a and � represent the field
attenuation and the phase advance from a single
turn around the ring. Energy compression in the ring
is given by
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��2
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=
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�1 − ar�2 + 4ar sin2��/2�
, �1�

and the phase advance by the signal after passing by
the microring (assuming low ring losses by letting a
=1) is given by

� = � + � + 2 tan−1� r sin �

1 − r cos �
� . �2�

The coupling constants r and t can be calculated by
considering the following model. When a propagating
mode in a single waveguide (for example, a vertically
polarized mode) passes close to a microring, then it is
no longer an eigenmode of this coupled waveguide
system. It can instead be thought of as a superposi-
tion of bonding and antibonding modes of the coupled
waveguide system [14]:

In the same way, a signal in the microring can be
thought of as superposition:

It was confirmed numerically that these simple ex-
pansions are accurate approximations of the actual

single waveguide modes.
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If these bonding and antibonding modes have dif-
ferent propagation constants, then after this super-
position is allowed to propagate some effective dis-
tance Deff the signal will begin to mix between being
completely in the waveguide and completely in the
microring. The mixing occurs with the beat �k
= �kbond−kanti�, the difference between the propaga-
tion of the bonding and antibonding modes. The cou-
pling coefficients can then be expressed as

r = cos��kDeff

2 �, t = sin��kDeff

2 � , �3�

where Deff is controlled by adjusting the microring ra-
dius or by elongating the ring into a racetrack. This
model clarifies why only the waveguide modes whose
polarizations are parallel and perpendicular to the
coupling direction interact independently with the
microring. For the vertically coupled [15] ring and
waveguide, the same two polarizations of the wave-
guide, TE and TM, would independently interact
with the ring. However, for the diagonally coupled
ring and waveguide, we would have diagonal polar-
izations independently coupling to the ring. Thus, the
TE- and TM-polarized modes of the waveguide would
couple through their interaction with the ring, caus-
ing the outgoing light to be a superposition of the two
modes, i.e., changing its polarization. Likewise, the
waveguide mode initially polarized at 45° to the hori-
zontal plane will change its polarization after inter-
acting with a laterally coupled ring. This will be the

Fig. 1. (Color online) Dependence of �kTM and �kTE on the
separation distance between the waveguide and microring.
Both the waveguide and the ring are made of Si, have
300 nm�300 nm cross sections and are embedded in SiO2.
configuration considered in this Letter.
The idea of using a microring to convert the polar-
ization of light relies on designing a waveguide–
microring pair whose coupling is polarization depen-
dent. Here we consider a Si waveguide that has a
square cross section and is embedded in SiO2, mak-
ing the two polarizations degenerate and allowing us
to send a signal polarized at an angle of 45° past the
microring. For simplicity, the microring’s cross sec-
tion is also assumed to be square. If TE and TM po-
larizations have different coupling coefficients, then,
according to Eq. (2), each polarization acquires a dif-
ferent phase shift after the microring. The phase dif-
ference between the two polarizations is

�� = 2 tan−1� rTM sin �

1 − rTM cos �
�

− 2 tan−1� rTE sin �

1 − rTE cos �
� . �4�

This equation assumes that �TM=�TE. The curvature
of the microring actually splits the degeneracy of the
two polarizations, but numerical estimates indicate
that this splitting is small ��k /k�10−6�. This also
means that the polarizations will not mix while trav-
eling around the microring. Figure 1 shows that the
dependence of �k on waveguide–microring separa-
tion is approximately exponential. Although this fig-
ure is for a particular waveguide–microring geom-
etry, its shape is typical for many different
geometries. The difference between TE and TM mode
coupling strengths to the ring is appreciable only for
small waveguide–ring separations.

As an example, we designed a model microring to
perform linear to circular polarization conversion
���= ±� /2�. Assuming the 300 nm square waveguide
and microring made of Si embedded in SiO2, we
choose the ring radius and racetrack length to be 5
and 3 �m and set the separation distance between
the waveguide and racetrack to be 400 nm. From Eq.
(3) we obtain rTE=0.9832, rTM=0.9140, and, assum-
ing losses of 10 dB/cm in Si, a=0.9957. Relative
phase difference �� and intensity compression in the
ring (total and for each polarization) are plotted in
Fig. 2. Figure 2 demonstrates that three conditions
necessary for linear to efficient circular conversion
are simultaneously satisfied for two specific wave-
lengths: (i) ��= ±� /2, (ii) transmission losses are
low, and (iii) matched for the two polarizations.
Matching transmission losses is important for linear-
to-circular and linear-to-linear polarization conver-
sions.

High-energy compression (of order 30) at the polar-
ization conversion frequencies indicated by Fig. 2
suggests that the nonlinear Kerr effect can be profit-
ably exploited to accomplish nonlinear polarization
control [11,12]. The nonlinear Kerr effect manifests
itself as an increase in the phase advanced by the
light traveling around the ring according to �=C�k0
+�Pr�, where, for simplicity, free-carrier and thermal
effects have been neglected. Here C is the circumfer-

ence of the ring, k0 is the propagation constant ex-
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cluding nonlinear effects, Pr is the cross-sectional
power in the ring directly proportional to the field in-
tensity �E� 3�2, and �=722.8/ �W m�. � was found nu-
merically by solving for the propagation constant k in
the waveguide for varying intensities using 	3=8.28
�10−19 m2/V2 [16]. As shown below, this nonlinear
phase shift results in the optical bistability of the po-
larization of transmitted radiation.

Equation (1) was self-consistently solved with that
for �, and the resulting nonlinear phase shift �� and
transmission loss for each mode are plotted in Fig. 3
as a function of the wavelength for a fixed input
power of Pin=40 mW (top) and as a function of the in-
put power for a fixed wavelength 
=1.5031 �m (bot-
tom). As before, the initial polarization at 45° was as-
sumed. For a range of input power levels and
wavelengths, these solutions are multivalued, indi-
cating optical bistability. Specifically, we consider two
cases: wavelength sweep and power sweep. For those
wavelengths corresponding to multiple solutions, po-
larization of the transmitted signal depends on its

Fig. 2. (Color online) Top, �� and transmission losses ver-
sus wavelength; bottom, energy compression versus wave-
length. Peak losses are greater for the TE mode because it
is closer to critical coupling �r=a� than the TM mode.

Fig. 3. (Color online) Top, �� and transmission losses ver-
sus wavelength at P=40 mW. Bottom, �� and transmis-
sion losses versus power at 
=1.5031 �m. Dashed curves
correspond to physically unattainable (unstable) solutions.
history. If the input power is held constant while the
wavelength is scanned upward, the TE component of
the signal will be slightly damped in the multivalued
region resulting the linear (TM) polarization of the
transmitted signal. As the wavelength is scanned
past the multivalued region, the losses will fall to the
lower value. If the wavelength is scanned downward,
losses will remain low, the relative phase shift will be
���−� /2, and the transmitted polarization will be
circular. Similar bistable effects can be accomplished
by sweeping the input power as shown in Fig. 3(b).
Note that the intermediate state of moderate losses
represented in Fig. 3 by a dashed curve is unstable
and physically unattainable. Given the bistable be-
havior of this converter, it is possible to use the con-
verter as a switch. For example, two types of pulse
header can be designed that bring the polarization of
the transmitted signal into one of the two polariza-
tion states.

In summary, we have demonstrated that an on-
chip dielectric microring resonator can be used to
convert the polarization of light signals. By exploit-
ing the nonlinear Kerr effect in Si, a polarization con-
vertor can be designed that exhibits optical bistabil-
ity. This can be used to make a convertor that has
two different possible polarization outputs depending
on the spectral or intensity history of the input.

This work was supported in part by the U.S. Army
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